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40K Ultrasonic Cavitation:

Using the principle of ultrasound, through the gathering of

strong sound waves into the human body to cause a strong impact

on the body's fat cells and the friction movement between fat

cells, can effectively consume heat, consume cell water, so

that fat cells shrink, in addition when the sound waves

vibration can cause a strong impact between the pressure of the

cells, the cells instantly burst, fat cell reduction, so as to

achieve the effect of fat removal.

The cavitation principle of ultrasound: the liquid vibrates and

produces tens of thousands of tiny bubbles, namely cavitation

bubbles. These bubbles in the ultrasonic longitudinal

propagation of the formation of negative pressure zone growth,

and in the positive pressure zone quickly closed, so that the

alternating positive and negative pressure under compression

and stretching. The bubble is compressed until the moment of

collapse, making it burst, which will produce a huge

instantaneous pressure, generally up to tens of megapascals to

hundreds of megapascals, and produce strong vibration and

noise.
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Advantages: selective tissue destruction, specific frequency,

only low-density fatty tissue destruction, and protection of

high-density tissue such as blood vessels and nerves.

RF：

Radiofrequency waves directly penetrate the skin, using the

skin's electrical resistance to generate energy, making the

skin's underlying temperature rise, rapid and sustained

heating tissue and promoting the skin's collagen growth,

thereby achieving the effect of skin tightening, skin lifting,

and skin refinement.

BIO

By outputting biological currents that mimic the human body,

it enters muscle cells through the skin, stimulating the energy

ATP contained in the cells, allowing the cells to resume normal

operation and function, providing energy to the muscles and
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body; improving cell permeability by 30%-40% higher than usual,

helping the body to better absorb nutrients and water, blood

oxygenation, etc., while discharging waste, toxins and

stagnant fluid as soon as possible; promoting muscle fiber

synthesis and stimulating collagen regeneration, which can

reduce wrinkles and make the skin softer, more elastic and

lustrous.

Laser lipo

The laser with a wavelength of 635nm-650nm is a visible spectrum.

This light wavelength penetrates extremely well, effectively

activating and repairing fat cells, penetrating the fat layer,

and causing the subcutaneous fat to dissolve by heat, and its

treatment is safe, without side effects or pain.

The laser uses the latest non-surgical, non-invasive laser

lipolysis technology, releasing low levels of laser energy. The
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low-energy laser (biostimulation) reaches the deepest part of

the fat, stimulating biological cells and inducing or enhancing

a series of physiological responses by giving appropriate

energy, including promoting local blood circulation,

regulating cellular function, enhancing immune function, and

promoting cellular metabolism. It can tighten skin, remove

wrinkles, reduce fat, and shape at the same time. The laser

penetrates extremely well and can activate or repair fat cells

more effectively. It can penetrate the fat layer and dissolve

the subcutaneous fat by heat, and its treatment is safe,

side-effect-free, and painless.

Hot and cold hammer

The use of the principle of thermal expansion and contraction,

the use of special chip ceramic, absorbing energy, can reach

-5 ℃ cooling effect in an instant, promote metabolism,
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alleviate allergic reactions, shrink pores, calm skin, skin

whitening, and rejuvenation; chip absorbing energy and

generate heat, with the physical aggregation of heat generated

to reach 40 ℃ heat effect, such a thermal effect can not only

quickly into the skin function of beauty nutrients, so that the

skin better absorb nutrients in skin care products, but also

stimulate skin blood circulation, increase the metabolic rate

of the skin.

Physiological effects and effects of the cold hammer.

1. Constrict blood vessels, produce pore contraction, and have

great room for improvement on enlarged pores.

2. Strengthen muscle fibers, make the skin become firm and

elastic, and smooth wrinkles, and crow's feet.

3. Shrink blood vessels, effectively reduce varicose veins, and

red tendons upward, while the harmful waste flowing back into

the veins is more easily purified and detoxified, and has a

significant effect on the lightening and elimination of spots.

4. Reduce the metabolic rate, inhibit and slow down cellular

activities, make the peripheral nerves less sensitive to play

a calming and soothing role, and reduce the swelling, swelling,

and pain of the skin, especially for allergic skin has a very

good effect.
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Physiological responses and effects of the hot hammer.

1. Warmth, making people feel warm and comfortable, relaxing

muscles, balancing autonomic nerves and relieving pain and

soreness. Promote the acceleration of blood circulation,

increase the oxygen content in the blood, and make the pores

open and blood vessels expand so that the nutrients on the skin

are quickly absorbed, which is a gentle, comfortable, and

effective method of introduction.

2. Increase the rate of skin metabolism, so that the tissue

contains increased heat energy, natural elimination of waste

toxins, the elimination of bags under the eyes, dark circles

have a certain effect

Alternating hot and cold, the effect of adding and multiplying

on beauty, can naturally revitalize cells, and improve and

purify skin quality, is a health and beauty regimen.
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